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or by hand-work in the shop, shall in all cases be of the best Duality of wrought iron, and he driven in the best and most workmanlike manner in every respect. All provisions herein ^contained, relating to riveting done in the shop, shall also apply, as far as practicable, to rivets driven in the field, or along the line of the conduit.
All circular scums to he single riveted, and the longitudini scams to be double riveted, except where shown otherwise o detail plans.
The pipe is to be manufactured in lengths of four or mor courses each, the outside  and inside  courses alternating wit! <each other, so that each length will have an outside course Ou one end and an inside course on the other ei\d ;  also in such manner that the longitudinal seams will alternate to the right 4ind left not more than one foot from the centre line of the pipe.
Where angles or curves occur in either the alignment or the pjtftde of the conduit, the plates must be cut and punched to the •required lines for forming a small oblique angle at the round •senmH of as many courses an may be needed to produce the japven total deflection or curvature in each locality, and the crotirses must be put together with the longitudinal seams Alternating sis aforesaid. In general, the deflection anf»le formed by two consecutive courses may range from one (i) to five (^) degrees in horizontal or vertical projection, according to the locality; but greater deflection angles may be made if ordered by the engineer.
Where ordered by the engineer the ends of the pipe to be =jprovidrd with suitable fhmgt'd rings or collars of steel or iron, riveted to the pipe and drilled for bolting an shown on detail <lrawingH.
Stiffening rings of suitable steel or iron shall be placed siljcnit the pipes and securely riveted to the same where ordered I->y the engineer. The price for furnishing and placing the flnnges and rings to he paid for by the pound at the price ^stipulated in item (q), Plan B.
Openings for the manholes, branches, blow-offs, air valves, <*tc., will be eutt and the cast iron fittings riveted on in the shop Tx'fore the coating IH applied.
All riveted .seams and joints of every description shall be thoroughly rnulkt.nl, both on the inside and the outside of the |'>ipt% in the best and most workmanlike manner for first-class l»otler work, while for the necessary distance from all laps the ite»;trns shall be both ehipped and caulked. The caulking of all fr»c*ams made in the shop must be done before the coating is stf »plird to the pipt% ant! every precaution must be taken, both ati the shop work and in the field work, to insure the utmost ^strength and tightness.

